
Marlborough District Council ( Brin Williman) A document describing common river control 
works elements for braided rivers, for the purpose of explaining to 
insurance industry representatives the interdependence of the various 
elements. 

Subject: Common River Control Works Elements 

Common river control elements are demonstrated by use of an example. The example chosen is for the 
Ashburton river being a small gravel bed river on the Canterbury plains and the elements are referenced 
to an attached oblique aerial photograph of it. It must be emphasised that this is an example to 
demonstrate where such elements are typically located to make up a whole package of a riverbed system. 
(Some of the rock work is this photo is hypothetical, but it is where rock work could be placed if it were 
used.) Other rivers often have a greater or lesser degree of the various elements. Bigger rivers usually 
have a lot more rock work. Deeper, slower and narrower silt bed rivers usually have wider berms for the 
purpose of more waterway capacity to carry flood flows, and consequently much of which is kept clear of 
trees. 

1. Stopbank 
Usually constructed from compacted silt or silty gravel and surfaced with a robust grass to inhibit 
erosion.  Typically 2 metres high, 4 metres top width, and a 12 metre base width. Stopbanks are 
rarely greater than 4 metres high. 

2. River Fairway  
A width of river fairway in a gravel bed river is kept clear of trees and other vegetation by 
bulldozing, herbicide spraying, etc.  The floodway capacity of the river is predominantly 
determined by waterway area provided by the product of the width of the fairway and the depth as 
determined by the height difference between the river bed fairway level and the stopbank level.  If 
and where river bed aggradation occurs, gravel extraction is often carried out to maintain or enlarge 
waterway capacity. 

This is not applicable in a deeper narrower silt bed river whose channel is virtually permanently 
under water. 

3. Willow Trees 
Now mature - which have been planted for their erosion resistant properties.  A buffer of such trees 
is planted on the berm separating the stopbank from the river fairway.  This buffer of trees keeps 
high velocity floodwaters away from the stopbank and thus inhibits the stopbank itself from being 
eroded. 

Where increased waterway capacity needs to be provided a large amount of the river berms is not 
planted in trees but is kept in grass. This is more often the case with narrower silt bed rivers. 

4. Poplar Trees 
Now mature - which have been planted because their “cable” root type is complementary to the 
“fibrous” willow tree root in resisting soil erosion. 

5. Tied Willow Trees 
In areas of more severe bank attack on the outside of the bends lopped willow limbs have been tied 
by heavy wire to driven iron stakes (often railway irons) to provide even stronger erosion 
resistance, especially while the trees are still young and developing root systems. 
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6. Rock Headed Groyne/Spur Bank 
In an area of particularly severe river bank attack on the outside of a bend an earthen groyne or 
spur bank with a head of heavy erosion resistant rock rip rap offers even greater protection against 
stop bank attack. Several of these may be placed at regular intervals. 

7. Rock lined bank (fairly continuous)   
An alternative to a rock spur bank/groyne is placing a length of rock rip rap along the face of the 
river bank under heavy river attack. This can extend for tens or hundreds of metres depending on 
need due to severity of attack, and will reach from the top of the bank to the full depth of the river. 

8. Production/Protection Trees 
Although their root systems are less good pine trees offer some erosion protection while also being 
of commercial value. 
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